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We want fresh fruit, but we do not want to pay much for it.

We want a secure border, but we readily hire immigrants to

work illegally in our farms. We want fresh produce to nourish

our bodies, but we do not think about the health of the people

harvesting it.

It is these contradictions that shape the life of the migrant

farmworker.

In America farmwork has been performed by various dis-

enfranchised groups since the advent of farms big enough to

employ them. Today’s group is particularly weak due to

a global market that competes for the cheapest goods and

years of legislative fighting that have left farmworkers without

many of the basic protections Americans take for granted.

The migrant circuit begins far from the farms. Many

migrants start their journey in border towns throughout

Mexico. Here men, women, and children wait with listless

anxiety for the right moment to cross over the border. Many

have made the trip before, but it gets no less treacherous and

unpredictable with experience. If they do not succumb to

kidnappers, rattlesnakes, or heat exhaustion, migrants must

keep a diligent watch for the United States Border Patrol.

Over 300,000 people are detained at the Mexico–US border

each year.

Once these migrants arrive in the United States life is not

much better. They will work as farmworkers, one of the most

unsafe and underpaid jobs in the country. They will live an

unpredictable and insecure existence during the harvest sea-

son so they can bring home their meager sums. Many of them

will do it all again next year.

A few years ago Seth M. Holmes was waiting to cross the

border with a group of Triqui people, an indigenous Mexican

group. He had an unusual errand to run before setting out.

He had to figure out where to send his anthropology

textbooks.

For Holmes, an anthropologist and physician, observing

and interviewing were not enough. He wanted to live and

work as a farmworker, and although his farmworker compa-

nions and others advised against it, he wanted to experience

crossing the border.

Holmes tells the migrants’ story and his own through

participatory observation. He uses his own aching body to tell

the story of farmworkers suffering.

Some might find his insertion into the story distracting or

disingenuous. His is sympathetic to the migrants, and his

writing can feel at times like activism. But his narrative acts

as a guide through a world that many could not comprehend.

In contrast Daniel Rothenberg lets the 250 oral histories he

has collected speak for themselves. Farmworkers and growers,

members of farming organizations, labor rights groups, and

others are all given a platform. Their stories are interlaced

with an account of agriculture from the 1800s to the mid-

1990s.

Alternately Holmes dives into the here and now. He starts

his journey where many farmworkers do, across the border in

Alter, Mexico. Handwritten signs along the walls of a church

in town describe the many dangers of crossing the border and

ask, ‘‘Is it worth risking your life?’’ (p. 12) Gatorade, water, and

jars of mayonnaise line the shelves of convenience stores.

Border crossers will need to stay hydrated during their trip

and will hide money in mayonnaise jars to avoid robbery.

The town exists as a waiting station for border crossers.

Holmes wonders, if the primary goal of the US Border Patrol

is really to stop undocumented entry, why hasn’t the whole

operation been shut down?
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In his attempt to cross from Mexico to the United States,

Holmes is caught, arrested with his companions, and fined

$5,000 for ‘‘Entry Without Inspection.’’ His companions try

again a few weeks later, and most make it over the border the

second time around.

Americans might want a secure border, but we want

cheap produce more.

Hiring immigrants to harvest fields allows farmers to com-

pete on prices. Years of lobbying on the farmers’ behalf have

helped to exclude farmworkers from many labor laws. The

North American Free Trade Agreement further compounds

the plight of farmworkers by deregulating agricultural trade,

making it possible for Holmes to see ‘‘corn from the U.S.

Midwest underselling local, family-grown corn in the same

village’’ (p. 25).

Farming used to be an effective way to make a living in

Mexico. In fact, Holmes finds that many of his fellow farm-

workers were once farmers themselves. Poverty and trade

agreements forced them to abandon their own farms for

much of the year and move to the United States to work.

Years of poverty have taken a toll on the health of many

farmworkers. Holmes frames chapter five around farmwor-

kers’ health care, and the theme is also woven throughout the

book.

Holmes describes a farmworker who is prescribed ‘‘light

duty’’ by doctors and workers’ comp representatives after a knee

injury. ‘‘Light duty’’ includes picking berries, the activity that

originally led to his injury. It is not surprising that the farm-

workers conclude, ‘‘Doctors don’t know anything.’’ (p. 113)

Prejudice, ignorance, and misunderstanding infiltrate all

of the farmworkers’ relationships. Some growers believe that

the barely insulated shacks they provide for farmworkers are

acceptable because they are better than the ones the farm-

workers are used to at home. Some even believe indigenous

Mexicans are suited to harvesting, as they are ‘‘lower to the

ground,’’ writes Holmes. (p. 171)

Although Holmes clearly feels an affinity to the farmwor-

kers, he also interviews farmers, contractors, and many others

in the large family farm in Washington State where he works

and performs much of his research. Like many farmers today,

the Japanese American brothers who own the farm feel forced

to grow their business while watching profit margins shrink.

Japanese Americans were once a part of the vulnerable

farmworker occupation, a time period both books discuss. In

the late 1890s, California growers began recruiting Japanese

immigrants to work in their fields. By the 1910s, Japanese

American farmworkers had initiated harvest strikes, negoti-

ated to become the highest-paid farmworkers in the region,

and when they had saved enough money, many began to buy

their own small farms. Japanese Americans’ agriculture suc-

cess, though, was short-lived. Feeling threatened, other Cali-

fornia growers pushed for the passage of the Alien Lands Act

of 1913, which barred noncitizens from purchasing and own-

ing and later even leasing land.

Rothenberg’s book includes a lengthy interview with Harry

Kubo, a retired Japanese-American farmer whose father came

to the United States in the early 1900s. His family labored as

sharecroppers under discrimination and were even sent to an

internment camp during World War II. In the introductory

text to Kubo’s oral history written by Rothenberg, readers dis-

cover once Kubo became a landowner himself he was part of

the Nisei Farmers League, a group of Japanese-American farm-

ers that formed in the 1970s to stop the United Farm Workers’

efforts to organize. The oppressed had become the oppressors.

Rothenberg recounts an agricultural history that is full of

stories like this one. There has been some progress though.

Systematic farm slavery, where drug addicts were held in debt

peonage at Southern labor camps, prevalent in the early to

mid-twentieth century, has largely ceased. But farmworkers’

rights have not been propelled forward in many meaningful

ways since the labor uprising of the 1970s, prompted by Cesar

Chavez. A minimal percentage of farmworkers are union

members, and even union contracts often fail to give workers

a living wage.

The struggle continues in the fields, the courts, and in

Washington. Through interviews with members of various

communities concerned with farmworkers rights, Rothenberg

offer readers a thin silver lining. Take Greg Schell, a legal

services attorney who ‘‘is famously despised by growers and

their attorneys up and down the East Coast’’ for his work

defending farmworkers (pg. 230). ‘‘If a job is so bad that only

Third World workers will do it, or so poorly paid that no

domestic workers will accept it at that price, that raises the

question as to whether those jobs should be allowed in this

country,’’ Schell says to Rothenberg (p. 232). It’s a question

readers will likely ponder themselves.

Schell is fighting for the silenced farmworker. Rothen-

berg helps find his voice. ‘‘Our words mean nothing to the

Americans,’’ Algimiro Morales, an indigenous Mexican who

worked as a farmworker until he obtained legalized status,

said to Rothenberg. ‘‘They don’t listen to us and we have no

way of showing them that they’re wrong, that the problems in

this country come from inside their own society. We haven’t

come here to take things away from the Americans. We’ve

come here to contribute. We don’t live on pubic assistance.

Our people come here to work. The truth is, we don’t really

want to be in the United States.’’ (p. 25) Thanks to a compli-

cated web of economic forces though, here they are.
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Today Mexican immigrants predominantly perform

farmwork, but as recently as a half century ago, a white Amer-

ican like Holmes would not have been an anomaly toiling

away in the fields. African Americans made up the majority of

migrant workers, but a significant number of white Ameri-

cans worked the fields in some areas of the country until the

1960s, writes Rothenberg.

The nationalities of farmworkers began shifting around

World War II, in large part due to the bracero program, an

arrangement between Mexico and the United States that

allowed temporary workers from Mexico into the United States.

When the bracero program officially ended in 1964, the

agricultural industry had changed. Enforcement of labor pro-

tections was scarce. Growers had fought off advancements in

fair labor practices. One example that still holds true today:

most farmworkers are paid by the piece, not by the hour.

Farmwork, Rothenberg finds, had become a job that was only

appealing to disadvantaged immigrants.

This is the perilous foundation upon which today’s farm-

workers, the ones that Holmes describes, find themselves.

Today ninety-five percent of agricultural workers in the

United States were born in Mexico, and fifty-two percent are

unauthorized.

Both books end on a fairly somber note, and readers are

left asking what can we do about the plight of farmworkers.

Small steps like buying organic in the hopes of keeping

farmworkers out of harm’s way are not enough. In the years

during which Holmes was working on his book, the Washing-

ton farm where he worked started growing organic blueber-

ries, in addition to conventionally grown berries. Due to

organic labeling regulations these berries had to be machine

picked, and farmworkers did not benefit from this decision.

They were again caught in a harmful contradiction.

So far ‘‘government interventions in the lives of farmwor-

kers have sought to improve workers’ lives without address the

systems’ fundamental structural problems,’’ writes Rothen-

berg (p. 236) Both authors conclude significant transforma-

tions in laws and regulations must occur in order to help our

farmworkers. We certainly need to move beyond our own

plates.
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